
Against a clean black background, a wall of quotes start to flood the screen as one floats into focus. 

Text appears: The Razer Huntsman V2 is stupendously good. 

The ‘Windows Central Recommended’ badge appears beneath the quote. 

The camera shifts to focus on another quote. 

Text appears: The Razer Huntsman V2 is an excellent gaming keyboard. 

The Tom's Guide Editor’s Choice badge appears beneath the quote. 

The camera pulls out and transitions to a full shot of the Razer Huntsman V2 keyboard, complete with 

Razer Chroma RGB lighting and its ergonomic wrist rest. 

Text appears: Razer Huntsman V2 

The camera shifts down to a full shot of the Razer Huntsman V2 Tenkeyless keyboard, which has a 

noticeably more compact form factor, but also has Razer Chroma RGB lighting and an ergonomic wrist 

rest. 

Text appears: Razer Huntsman V2 Tenkeyless 

The camera shifts to focus on a quote. 

Text appears: Huntsman V2 is a keyboard for every situation with its excellent design. 

The HWP badge appears beneath the quote. 

The camera zooms in and transitions to a closeup of the keyboard’s switches. 

Text appears: World’s fastest gaming switches, Razer Optical Switches Gen-2 

We cut to a closeup of the purple switches actuating. 

Text appears: Clicky & tactile 

The camera flips upside down to reveal a close up of the red switches actuating. 

Text appears: Smooth & linear 

The camera zooms out and transitions to a quote. 

Text appears: A quiet, smooth killer enters the arena – it’s the Razer Huntsman V2. 

The Laptop logo appears beneath the quote. 

The camera shifts to focus on another quote. 

Text appears: For me, that improved linear Gen-2 switch is the money here. 

The Hardware Canucks logo appears beneath the quote. 

The camera shifts to focus on another quote. 

Text appears: Great switches, high-quality gaming keyboard. 



The Game Zoom logo appears beneath the quote. 

We cut to the keyboard being dropped into an acoustic test chamber that is lined with foam. 

As the corner of the keyboard comes into contact with the foam, the keyboard itself disappears, leaving 

only a layer of sound dampening foam that bounces up into the air. The keyboard materializes around 

the foam again. 

Text appears: Quieter sound profile, sound dampening foam 

The camera zooms out and transitions to a quote. 

Text appears: It sounds awesome, it feels awesome, and performs awesome. 

The Techno logo appears beneath the quote. 

The camera shifts to focus on another quote. 

Text appears: All of this cements the Huntsman V2 as one of the best, most practical mechanical 

keyboards out there today. 

The PC Gamer logo appears beneath the quote. 

We cut to the wrist rest slowly gliding towards the keyboard and locking in place, causing all the 

switches to actuate furiously. 

Text appears: The best-selling esports keyboard 

The camera zooms out and transitions to a quote. 

Text appears: If you're looking to go grab a gaming keyboard, specifically for competitive FPS, the 

Huntsman V2 TKL is a very strong contender. 

The BadSeed Tech logo appears beneath the quote. 

The camera shifts to focus on another quote. 

Text appears: A masterclass in speed and responsiveness 

The GamesRadar+ logo appears beneath the quote. 

The camera shifts to focus on another quote. 

Text appears: The Razer Huntsman V2 is a fantastic keyboard: great looks, smart design and 

performance to say the least. 

The Eurogamer logo appears beneath the quote. 

The camera zooms back out to a wall of quotes, giving a brief recap of all positive feedback about the 

keyboard. 

The camera zooms out to show the entire product lineup. 

Text appears: Razer Huntsman V2, Razer Huntsman V2 Tenkeyless 



Against a clean black background, the tagline flashes across the screen. 

Text appears: No frills. All performance. 

Razer logo appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


